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"Start Earning Bucketloads Of Cash Simply By Teaching Other People What You Already Know! Your

Protgs Will Actually PAY YOU Their Hard Earned Cash To Have You Coach Them!" These people that

you are training will continue to buy from you again and again in the future, now that you have become

their valued mentor! Dear Friend, Would you like to discover a way to help people and make money doing

it at the same time? It's definitely possible, and... you don't have to write a book on some specialized

subject to make an impact on the Internet either. You can make a killing just offering your own specialized

knowledge as a personal Coach. You may be asking, "But, if I'm not going to be selling a book, what

could *I* possibly be offering?" There's a way that you can give your customers much more value than

you could ever give them with a book or any other kind of training aid.... If you're asking is it possible to

create a huge profit stream without creating a high priced course? Absolutely! Becoming A Personal

Coach And Mentor Can Generate Huge Profits For You! Being a personal mentor is really nothing more

than teaching a person or several people something that you're good at. This can be anything. If you're a

good gardener, swimmer or driver you can teach these things to others for profit! I want you to take just a

second and imagine that you are out searching for a product to buy on how to effectively catch rainbow

trout (which is a fish). And then you come across two vastly different product offerings. One of them is a

book and the other is a personal coaching program. With the book, you just get the book and a couple of

small reports as a bonus and that's it. With the personal coaching, however, you get a specific mentor

that is there for YOU personally to guide you to the success you desire. It's plain to see that the personal

mentorship is going to be much more valuable to you. You would have someone watching over what

you're doing, guiding your action and telling you when you're making a mistake or even praising you when

you're doing something right, etc. With a book, you don't really ever know if or when you're making a huge

mistake... there's nobody to coach you inside an ebook, but... With Your Own Coaching Program, You

Can Make A Serious Amount Of Money, While Teaching Others What You Already Know! There are no

limits to what you can teach as a mentor. People are constantly looking for specialized information taught
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by a person who is viewed as an expert. A very simple example: If you know how to sew great oven mitts

and other household items, you could be a coach! Or another example: If you know how to work on

power nail guns and how to fix them, you could be a coach! The key point here is "You can teach

anything you are knowledgeable & passionate about" and chances are, there are people out there that

are interested in what you have to offer! Can you think of a few things that you are good at that you never

thought of teaching to other people? I bet you can, we ALL have things that we're good at doing. The trick

is learning how to turn those skills into cash... You're About To Uncover The Secret Treasure Of Working

With Your Own Group Of Protgs For Big Time Profits Even if you dread creating a product or just don't

want to put together a big book or manual, success is still yours for the taking. Being a coach is probably

not like any product that you've been exposed to before. You will not ever need to create hundreds of

pages of text to give your own protgs what they need and want to learn from. You are offering your mind,

your talents, your personal time and most importantly, yourself to your protgs which they will value much

more than a book. So if you've been looking for a way to make a killing with your own product or service

but just don't have the time to flesh-out a whole new product, Coaching For Cash is definitely for you!

Being A Coach Is As Easy As Following This Simple Plan Of Action You will now have access to a proven

plan of action that not only shows you the simple way to become a professional mentor but also how to

do this extremely quickly. You don't need to waste thousands of dollars in investment or hundreds of

hours in research and development time, either. All the research has been done for you! This blueprint

isn't some thrown-together piece of content that is just meant to give you a basic understanding of

coaching. You're going to learn everything you need to get started with a bang and also grow your

business. You don't just want to make a one-time handful of cash do you? Of course you don't, you want

a sustainable income you can count on every month for the rest of your life. Coaching For Cash Will

Show You How To Find, Profit & Have Fun Teaching A Group Of Your Own Personal Coaching Protgs!

You'll learn things like... * How To Get YOUR Work Done For You For FREE! * How To Become The

Foremost Authority On ANY Subject You Choose! * How To Squeeze The Maximum Amount Of Cash

From Your Clients! It's Extremely Easy To Be A Profitable Coach! Coaching For Cash has been

developed just for you. You're going to learn how to gain the maximum amount profits from being a

personal coach in the minimum amount of time. The whole system is broken down for you step by step

with every last detail covered in an easy to understand fashion. You're going to learn the real strategies



that have worked for me and my clients for years to bring in a huge income. These secrets aren't for the

faint of heart. They are real world, cash-producing secrets that will take you from thinking about starting

up a coaching mentorship to actually profiting from one. Here are a few more of the Nitty-gritty Secrets

you'll discover in Coaching For Cash Secret Relationship Tactics Shared Between A Mentor And A Protg!

Little Known "Big Time" Benefits Of Being A Mentor! Hidden Hideouts Of The Most Productive &

Profitable Protgs! The Results Oriented Protg Selection Process That Gets You The Cream Of The Crop!

Generating More Production Than You Ever Expected From Your Protgs! Coaching Cycles & How They

Provide You With A Never Ending Supply Of Free Assistants! Would Having A Dozen Or More REAL

People Helping You Run Your Business For FREE Help You Make More Money? The path is already laid

out for you, just follow it and you'll get... Recognition As A "Power House" Expert In Your Market!

Extremely Easy To Accomplish Goals, Results & Profits! An Army Of People Eager To Make Your

Business More Profitable! A Busy Website That Makes Money Even While You Sleep!
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